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1.1 Using WS-Calendar in Energy Interoperation Payloads 

Nearly every response, every event, and every interaction in Energy Interoperation can have a payload 
that varies over time, i.e., it is described using a sequence of intervals. Even so, most communications, 
particularly in today’s retail market, involve information about or a request for a single interval. Simplicity 
and parsimony of expression must coexist with complexity and syntactical richness. 

The simplest power description, in EMIX is transactional power. The simplest demand response is to 
reduce power. The power object in EMIX can include specification of voltage, and Hertz and quality and 
other features. There are market interactions where each all of those are necessary. Reduced to its 
simplest, though, the EMIX Power information consists of Power Units and Power Quantity: as in  

 

Figure 1—1: Basic Power Object 

WS-Calendar can express schedules and gaps and parallel interactions using sequences. At its simplest, 
though, WS-Calendar expresses repeating intervals of the same duration, one after the other, and 
something that changes over the course of the schedule 

 

Figure 1—2: Partition, a simple sequence of 5 intervals 

The WS-Calendar specification defines how to spread an object like the first over the schedule. The 
information that is true for every interval is expressed once only. The information that changes during 
each interval, is expressed as part of each interval. 

 

Figure 1—3: Applying Basic Power to a Sequence 

Most communications, particularly those in Demand Response, communicate requirements for a single 
interval. When expressing market information about a single interval, the market object (Power) and the 
single interval (and the  

 

Figure 1—4: Back to Power in a single Interval 

In Energy Interoperation, all intervals are expressed using the structure of WS-Calendar. Most of the time, 
these messages look like Figure 1—4, simple and compact. When an information element is more 
complex, and varies over time, it may expand as in Figure 1—3. But in all cases, DR Events, Price 
Quotes, or Program Calls, the essential message is an Information object applied to a WS-Calendar 
sequence. 


